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Things were a-changing at George Fox College during
the 1994-95 school year. With the recent completion ofthe
Edwards-Holman Science Center and with a record enroll-
ment, plans for future growth were beginning to take place.
The Student Life Office struggled to find enough cam-
pus housing for residents, while new professors added to
the faculty brought a fresh perspective into the classroom
that made students eager toTearn.
The changes on the campus were not soley physical,
however - there were obvious changes within the student
body as well. A new attitude greeted returning students as
the large freshman class and transfer students added diver-
sity to the community atmosphere as a whole.





George Fox College grew with leaps and bounds during
the school year. Returning students, along with new fresh-
men and transfers, took the community by suprise. Never
before had the school experienced so many new students.
ASCGFC activities as well as sporting events were well
attended by both students and faculty. As interest increased,
so did a sense of school pride.
The new attitude could be felt in every aspect of campus
life. Whether it was sitting in chapel or simply walking
across campus, the change was apparent.
The administration looked to the future with the hope that
this new-found spirit would become part of the tradition at
GFC.






THE PRICE IS RIGHT
STAR SEARCH
&THATS JUSTTHEHALF OF IT
ACTIVITIES DIVI DER

Orientation gave students op-
portunities to join a club (Jay
Munson and Rod Leavitt
would help them out), get
settled in their rooms (like
Deryk Hiley and Dan Weber),
make numerous trips from
their cars (Cambria Tetzlaff's
friend helped her), get
aquainted with their O-Group
(like Ben Zimmerman and Jill
Tusant), and of course, to wait
list I
IN A WEEK FILLED with nity to meet with professors and
silly games, new friendships, and discuss degrees offered. An
many questions, students new to evening of praise with the Stu-
George Fox College had a chance dent Chaplain Committee on the
to get acquainted with the cam- MLRC lawn brought the evening
pus and faculty without the pres- to a close,
sure of classes or assignments. Patience was put to the test
The Student Orientation Com- when Registration took place on
mittee worked hard all summer Monday. Lines were long as stu-
putting the program together for dents filled out forms and re-
new incoming students. When ceived all the necessary informa-
August 27, 1994, finally came, tion for the beginning of the year,
the campus was ready and four The Country Dance Mixer was
days of action-packed Orienta- the showcase of Monday
tion lay ahead for students. The evening, where students, both
day began with students moving new and returning, square danced
into their housing with the help of to music provided by a live band,
the orientation leaders. In the Tuesday was highlighted by a
afternoon, President Ed Stevens Student Leadership Fair, where
gave his official welcome to new students received information
students and parents, after which about various campus organiza-
students met in their orientation tions and clubs. Students,
groups. dressed up for the Semi-Formal
Sunday morning began with a Banquet, ate dinner with faculty
worship service lead by campus and listened to various entertain-
pastor Gregg Lamm. Freshman ment Tueday evening.
Experience professors invited After four days of Orientation,
students in their Freshman Expe- new students felt a confidence
rience group into their homes for about the coming year, and had
a chance to get to know one an- gained many new friends in the
other. Transfers had the opportu- process.
NEW STUDENTS
LEARN THE ROPE S






RA.'S AND HOUSE MANAGERS
STRIVE TO LEARN
THROUGH FELLOWSHIP AND APPLICATION
LEADERSHIP, servanthood, Most R.A.'s and House Man-
and friendship were just some of agers enjoyed their role as well as
the qualities and goals found in the support and friendship shared
the GFC Residential Assistant among fellow student life mem-
(R.A.) and House Manager expe- bers.
rience. More than 100 students "I always look forward to
applied for the privilege, but only when all of the Residential Life
41 made the final selection. staff gets together ... I find them
"We look for house managers super approachable and real,"
who are responsible, dependable, said Woolman apartment R.A.
and willing to do the hard work of Lanette Smith. "We talk with
confronting their peers," said each other seriously, but yet we
Resident Director Jeff canjoke around... Inalotofways
VandenHook. this is my home."
The role of an R.A. and House This fellowship was brought
Manager is a difficult one be- about by the memorable experi-
cause the individual must act as ences that R.A.'s and House
both a member of the faculty and Managers share. R.A. ' s took part
as a student. in a week long backpacking trip,
"Being an R.A. is a lot like staff retreats, three weekly meet-
being both the windshield and the ings, planning "Roomies" (floor
bug," said Beebe R.A. Cindy dates) and "LACO" (Learning
Pochelec. and Cultural Opportunities).
R.A.'S AND HOUSE MANAGERS
APARTMENTS (far left, above) FRONT ROW:
Lanette Smith, Lisa Abbey, Gina Boyd, Chad Madron.
BACK ROW: Denise Brooks (RD), Chad Riggs, Jeff
VandenHoek (RD), Brian Andrews.
HMS (far left, below) FRONT ROW: Chad Krober,
Sheryl Ensch. BACK ROW: Mark Sherman, Brian
Bews, Angie Barnett, Viola Fletcher, Tina
Dumonceaux, Noelle Sixberry, Casey Waits, Kevin
Sutton (RD).
PCWB (left, front row): Jennifer Jorgenson, Cindy
Pocholec, MIDDLE ROW: Gennie Sluder, Donna
Buhrow (RD), Carrie Yntema, Sara Van Gerpen.
BACK ROW: Dan Bale.Todd Dallof, Matt Wilber,
Dan Williams, Wayne Johnson.
EDWARDS (below left), FRONT ROW: Mike Arzie,
Brandon Dalke. BACK ROW: Marcie Eastwood,
Scott Wade, Abby Bailey, Susan Bos (RD), Katie
Harris.
HOUSE MANAGERS (below): Tonia Werner, Debbie
Sartwell, Chad Campbell, Erik Gibson, Janet
Waterman, Nathan Sundgren.
COMPETITION
Students like Ralph Meile




the benefits of the com-
plete intramural program.





Friendly rivalry was the main theme
of George Fox intramural teams as they
attempted to defeat their opponents in
various sports throughout the year.
From tennis to football, basketball to
soccer, these co-ed teams ranged in abil-
ity. But regardless of skill, the result
was a chance to meet new people and
develop relationships through shared
determination and dedication. Getting
in shape while having fun added to the
appeal of playing an intramural sport.
Intramurals also offered students a
chance to play a sport that the college
didn't offer on a collegiate level. Ten-
nis, raquetball, walleyball, and floor
hockey were only a few examples of
these. Intramurals also gave students
who did not play on collegiate competi-
tive teams a chance to compete and
have fun. Time was a factor also -
playing an intramural sport took up
less time than did collegiate teams,
which freed students up to become
more involved.
In the fall, the tennis intramural
tournament was a success due mostly
to the new tennis courts completed in
the fall. The intramural basketball
teams added a new meaning to Mon-
day nights with their intense games.
"Intramurals gave me a chance to
play basketball competitively with-
out all of the pressure of college
sports," freshman Chris Lehman
commented. "It was also a fun way to
relax and unwind."
"I'm glad that the college provides
us with this intramural program,"
said sophomore Cortland Reger. "It




informing the student body were
the main responsibilities of The
Crescent and Darkroom staffs.
The Crescent, the campus
newspaper, sent students running
to their mail boxes every Friday
to read articles such as "Former
Student Incarcerated" and
"Speeding Through The Justice
System." The Crescent also in-
cluded controversial features
such as "Voices," a column
which showcased student opin-
ion on certain heated issues.
Other sections, such as movie re-
views and world news articles
helped to keep students up-to-
date. Sports highlights com-
pleted the paper.
Following several personnel
changes at the beginning of the
year, the staff redefined its pur-
pose. "We wanted to print ar-
ticles that would make people
think," said assistant editorDawn
Hennessy. "And I believe that
through our 'Voices' section we
did just that."
The darkroom staff, led by se-
nior Sally Johnson, was a less con-
troversial area of the communica-
tions department. The small group
consisted of students that provided
photographic coverage of most
campus events. The photography
staff supplied prints for both The
Crescent and the L'Ami, the col-
lege yearbook.
"We try our best to provide total
coverage of campus events while
giving a few students the opportu-
nity to work on their skills in the
darkroom," said Johnson. "It's an
exciting experience for those in-
volved."
By working together, these two
staffs made the student body, as
well as the entire Newberg com-
munity, more aware of the events
going on around them.
CRESCENT STAFF, (above left) FRONT ROW:
Monica Waller, Dawn Hennessy. BACKROW: Jim
McLemore, Eric Muhr, David Wood, Cary Wadlow.
DARKROOM STAFF, (above right): Phil Ewert,




PRINTING A X I
)
PUBLISHING
m CRESCENT AND DARKROOM
TAKE MY PICTURE
Darkroom staffers Phil
Ewert, Chris Gilson (left),
and Loriel Stutzman (bot-
tom right) provided pho-
tos for communication
department members







KFOX, the campus radio sta-
tion, began 1994 with a slow start
due to an equipment failure and
staffing troubles. This meant the
station was offofthe air for the first
two weeks of school before 24-
hour-a-day programming began.
"We wanted to provide the
campus with the latest in Chris-
tian music," said Patrick
Bennett, program director.
"Once things got rolling, we did
just that.
"We also wanted to provide an
outlet for students who wanted to
be involved or to fulfill a field
experience credit," he concluded.
KFOX offered unique pro-
gram that included a "dating
game" style show, a sports talk
show, and a jazz hour, as well as
a daily news update and a noon-
hour request and dedication
show.
While sharing an office with
the KFOX staff, the yearbook
staff underwent some big
changes in '94- '95, which in-
cluded producing the book en-
tirely on computer.
"One of our big priorities was
to simplify every aspect of com-
piling the book," said editor Lori
Mills. "While it took a little bit
for the staff to have a full under-
standing of the new process, I
think that the changes are evi-
dent."
"While it took up a lot of my
time, I'm glad that I could be a
part of something that creates
such a concrete piece of GFC
history," said assistant editor
Alison Brown.




AND HELPED GFC STUDENTS BE
HEARD
ASCGFC Central Committee Andy Uppendahl. "It can be dif-
donated time and effort to lead ficult at times to be a Central
students and keep them informed Committee member because it is
about ongoing campus events, unlikely nine people are going to
Student government served as the agree on every decision made."
main connection between the stu- Monthly meetings held by
dent body and the faculty and Central Committee called Town
administration. Hall allowed students to voice
Central Committee, headed by their concerns and provided corn-
Student Body President Trey mittee members with feedback.
Doty, included other positions Town Hall was usually well at-
such as Vice President, Trea- tended by both administration
surer, Secretary, Student Chap- and students and produced
lain, Activities Director, Chris- changes on campus,
tian Service Director, Supreme "This year has been a year of
Court Justice, and Communica- changes for GFC," explained
tion Director. Student Body Vice President Sh-
Student government demands annon Smith. "I think the greatest
can be challenging at times, but change has been made in how the
also very rewarding. administration goes about deci-
"As treasurer, I have many re- sion-making. They realize stu-
sponsibilities to the student dents are affected and need to be
body," said Treasurer junior included in this process as well."
p* ASCGFC
HARD AT WORK
Committee and staff members
such as Jim Fleming, Trey
Doty (left), Alex Pia, Jared
Jones, and Greg Lamm (right)
worked together for a
successful year. Members still
had time to enter an ASCGFC
raft in the annual raft race
(left, below) and for Andy








George Fox College extended
a hand to needy Newberg and
Portland communities through a
variety of Christian Ministries
Programs. The programs gave
students an excellent opportunity
to make a difference.
Ministries launched several
new service programs this year
such as an outreach to the home-
less in downtown Portland. Stu-
dents who participated in the
weekly Soup Feed served food to
the hungry and shared God's
message on the streets. Minis-
tries also became involved in Sat-
urday Bible Club which was a
type of vacation bible school
available to inner-city Portland
children.
"I really enjoy taking students
places where they normally
wouldn't go to minister to the
people there," said urban service
coordinator Donna Hurl. "Its
neat watching God work through
Fox students in these communi-
ties."
Students could develop
personal relationships with local
kids by adopting a little brother or
sister through Little Bruins.
Nearly forty Fox students were
paired with needy children.
The George Fox and Newberg
Hispanic communities shared a
time offun and fellowship during
La Casa Cafe. Students orga-
nized fiestas which consisted of
games, folk dancing, pinatas,
short skits, and devotionals.
"It was exciting working with
the Hispanics and building last-
ing relationships that weren't in-
hibited by cross-cultural differ-
ences," said service coordinator
Iva Trussell.
Just Older Youth Ministries
(JOY) allowed students to meet
and spend time with senior citi-
zens living in Friendsview
Manor.
Students could also paricipate
in Stay Clean, a Christian drug
rehabilitation program in Port-
land. Students attended group
sessions and Bible studies and
helped in maintenance projects.
Ministries allowed students to
share themselves and make a dif-
ference in the lives of others.







A WEEK SET ASIDE FOR
HOMECOMING PROVIDES CHANCE TO
BECOME REAQUAINTED
AND CELEBRATE THE LEGACY OF G.KC.
Homecoming took place January 30 through Febru-
ary 4. The theme of Homecoming Week was "Reflec-
tions." The event ended up a huge success, boasting the
largest alumni participation ever with strong student
participation as well.
Heacock Commons was adorned with reminders of
Homecoming Week as the decorating committee went
"all out," spending numerous hours to ensure that
everything looked classy. The Class Representatives
were in charge of planning the week of activities and
making sure things went smoothly. They planned many
different types of activities to ensure fun for all who
were involved.
On Monday, people were encouraged to wear hats.
A bonfire was set up in the Hess Creek canyon where
approximately 90 people gathered to get warm and
spend time with friends. Later on, a Late Night Break-
fast was well attended as KFOX Radio staff prepared
and served the meal.
The theme for Tuesday was Seventies Day. In the
evening, the Bruin Den had a special on french fries
and board games were available for anyone who wanted
to play.
Poodle skirts and lettermen's jackets were dusted off
and put to use on Wednesday for Fifties Day. Chapel
was held in Miller Gym where the Homecoming Court
was introduced. A class competition also took place to
(continued on page 24)
HOMECOMING
A WEEK SET ASIDE FOR
...CONTINUED
see who could grab the most fruit with their mouths,
using no hands, out of a child-sized swimming pool.
At night, ice cream was the fare at a Sundae Feed for
all-you-could-eat in Marriott.
Thursday was the much publicized and even contro-
versial Cross-Dressing day. Some gentlemen wore
dresses, while several ladies put on ties to take part in
the day's theme. It was also movie night where about
250 students went to Twin Cinemas to watch "The
Jungle Book" and "Dumb and Dumber."
On Friday it was dress nice day. A Coffee House,
complete with entertainment from Lori Wilcuts and
Heaven Called, capped off Friday's activities after a
women's basketball game. Over 280 cups of espresso
were served as people enjoyed listening to the music.
Saturday brought the week of activities to a close
with Tacky Jacket day, the traditional attire for the
Saturday of Homecoming. On the hardwood, the Lady
Bruins took on Northwest Nazarene in the afternoon,
losing in a close game that was well-attended. In the
evening the men played NNC as well, and fell to the
Crusaders in a close-fought match. Attendance at the
evening game was so high that many spectators
watched the game via closed-circuit TV on a big screen
on the first level in Wheeler Gymnasium. Three
hundred-plus people drove to Clackamas Town Center
to take part in Broom Hockey. There were 5 teams of
50 as well as spectators who enjoyed gliding around on
the ice during the competition.







ARTISITS TAKE THEIR SHOWS
AND BRING THEM TO GFC
GFC saw many contemporary Christian artists bring
their shows to Newberg in 1994 and '95. Among them
were Michael Sweet, Bryan Duncan, Twila Paris, Bob
Carlisle, PFR, Geoff Moore and The Distance, and
Susan Ashton.
"Geoff Moore and The Distance was probably the
best-attended concert of the year," said ASCGFC
Activities Director Karin Klinger. "But I'd have to say
that PFR brought the most excitement to their audience.
PFR's show, though drawing a small crowd, had the
audience pawing at the stage and chanting, "Goldie!
Goldie!" asking the band to perform the title hit from
their second album. When the group finally did, as
their encore, the crowd sang loudly with them.
"We spent all day with the band and their crew
setting up," said junior Lori Mills. "We even took their
roadies out for a late-night breakfast at Shari's after the
concert. The night is amongst my most memorable
here at GFC."
"We can draw quite a crowd here," said Klinger. "A
lot of the Portland churches will promote the concerts
to their congregation, so we'll get a lot of those people
in the audience."
When Bryan Duncan brought his "Slow Revival"
tour to GFC's Miller Gymnasium, it proved to be the
last-ever concert at that location.
"We made the decision that, while the seating capac-
ity is greater, bringing concerts to the gym just isn't
worth our time and effort," said Klinger.
"It takes too much time to set up before and after,
and the sound quality isn't as good. Hopefully it won't
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AND FUN FOR GFC STUDENTS
Weekend activities provided
an opportunity for students to
getinvolved andhave fun during
often quietweekends. They also
broke the monotony of long
weeks of study.
ASCGFC sponsored an
activity each weekend, giving
students a chance to do
something with their friends
without having to spend money,
a commodity traditionally in
short supply with college
students. The events included a
take-off of The Price Is Right,
where students were awarded
prizes such as a stereo, gift
certificates, and cash. Other
functions included YCHFWA
(You Can Have Fun Without
Alcohol), an alcohol awareness
party, and various other games.
While feature movies such as
"Maverick", "The Pelican
Brief, and "The Fugitive" were
among the more well-attended
events, the top activity ofthe year
was Theater Games. .
"I thought Theater Games was
fun because it allowed the
audience to get involved and cut
loose," said sophomore Mike
King. "It was great to see so
many people there."
Attendance at weekend events
was high, according to Karin
Klinger, ASCGFC Activities
Coordinator.
"The freshmen seem to make
up the bulk of the participants in
general," Klinger said. "It's
exciting to see new faces and
watch the freshman getting
involved."
These activities have become
an important part ofFox tradition








The activities committee did its
best to provide inexpensive and
entertaining weekend diversions
for students.
The highly anticipated Lip Sync
Competition did not take place this
year due to a scheduling mistake.
Facilities to hold the contest were
unavailable. Despite this setback,
students were given other options
to breakthemonotony ofstudying.
The annual raft race was a suc-
cess despite cold weather and even
colder Willamette River water.
Committee members said that it
had been the largest turnout for the
race in recent years. Both those
who watched and those who actu-
ally entered rafts agreed that it was
one ofthe best events ofthe semes-
ter.
"Even though we finished last
and the water was freezing, I still
had a lot of fun." said sophomore
Justin Rivard. "It was exciting just
to be involved."
Theater Games came back for a
second round; and for the first time
the audience was able to enjoy the
competition from the comfort of
the remodeledWood-Mar Theater.
The Games allowed those inter-
ested in drama to use their talent for
the entertainment ofother students.
Towards the end of the semester,
a new event made its way onto
campus, Irish Dancing. A profes-
sional caller from Portland was
hired to bring authentic folk danc-
ing to students.
Among other activities were
movie nights and coffee houses.
Mostevents were well attendedand
enjoyed by students and faculty.
SPRING ACTIVITIES
DEVOTED SERVANTS
Amber Manning makes a new
friend (right) while Amy
Kierulff, Sheryl* Ensch, and
Mike Henderson finish chores
(top left) during the S.F. Winter
Serve. Ben Ashley helps con-
struct houses during the
Mexico Spring Serve (below
right). Caleb Williams (left),
Lauree Arnold, and Joy
McAlister (below left) hold a
Bible Club with children during
the Fresno Spring Serve.
Fox students were given the
opportunity to serve others during
week long missionary trips called
Serve Trips. Each group travelled to
a different city and performed a
variety of services such as building
construction, cleaning, painting, and
children's Bible studies.
Winter Serve Trips were offered
to Portland, San Francisco, Fresno,
and Pasadena. The San Francisco
crew served meals to AIDS patients
and passed out blankets to the local
homeless people. Students could
sign up for the mystery trip in which
the trip's destination was kept a
secret. The mystery trip this year
was to Fresno. There students
conducted Bible Clubs for kids in
the neighborhood and helped in local
clean-up projects.
"I would encourage everyone to
go on at least one trip," said S.F.
Winter Serve team member Jay
Munson. "You realize injust a week
how much needs to be done for these
people."
Spring Serve Trips included a
backpacking trip to the Columbia
River Gorge, Idaho, Salt Lake City,
Arizona, San Diego, and Mexico.
Thebackpackingteamwentcamping
with local high school students in
small groups to build bonds of
friendships in a casual atmosphere.
The Salt Lake City serve team
concentrated on witnessing to
Mormons. They visited the Mormon
Temple and tried to betterunderstand
Mormonism. While in Mexico, team
members held Bible Clubs for youth
and built a house.
The Serve Trips were quite
successful and gave GFC students a
wonderful opportunity to make an
impact. These trips allowed students
to make a difference and gain a
different perspective on life.
SERVE TRIPS
OFFERED STUDENTS







George Fox College sponsored
both a country dance in December
and a formal late in April. Al-
though the two events differed
greatly in theme and atmosphere,
they both provided entertainment
and fun for all who attended.
The Holiday Hoedown was
held at the Flying M Ranch in
Yamhill. The festive celebration
offered students country-western
music and square dancing. Danc-
ing wasn't difficult with a profes-
sional caller instructing students
on what to do. Music with a
rythym was provided by a live
band. Topping off the evening
were hayrides and refreshments.
"It got really hot after a while,
but I still had a great time." said
sophomore Kailea Curtis. "The
hayrides and the square-dancing
were definitely my favorites."
The Spring Formal was held
aboard the Sternwheeler, a
riverboat which runs on the
Willamette River. Students
boarded in Portland and enjoyed
a peaceful journey up the river.
"It was a wonderful evening
and having the formal on the wa-
ter was nice," said sophomore
Lauree Arnold. "I was pleasantly




by a magic show and a comical
poetry reading by sophomore
Mike Smolko. Music provided
by sophomores Nate Macy and
Aaron Doeerr put the final
touches on the formal ambiance.
FORMALS
NIGHT LIFE
Juniors Pat Bennett, Shannon Smith, Brian
van Kleef
,
Stephanie Still (left) and freshman
Scott Spurlock and his date (above) enjoy
themselves while at the Spring Formal.
Sophomores David Shear and Terri Cody
(middle left) take a time out while other
students dance (below) at the Holiday
Hoedown after a dance. Sophomores Aaron
Doerr and Nate Macy performed for students
aboard the Sternwheeler (bottom left).

After a stressful finals week and
time consuming last minute
responsibilities, the Class of 1995
was anxious to begin their graduation
activities. Their four years of hard
work, stress, and perseverance was
about to pay offwith the presentation
of a college diploma.
Friends, family members, and
graduates were invited to participate
in a dinner and awards banquet in
honor of the graduating seniors.
Finally graduation day arrived on
Friday, April 28, 1995. Baccalaure-
ate ceremonies were held in
Bauman Auditorium earlier in the
morning. GFC alumnus gave a mes-
sage and Quaker pastor Stan L.
Thornburg spoke on the topic of
"Heroic Faith as a Vocation."
Graduates Leslie Brittel, Kim
Dougherty, and Beth Esser sang for
guests and classmates.
The Wheeler Sports Center was
filled to capacity by the time the
actual commencement ceremony
was to begin. Just weeks before
graduation, the scheduled speaker
announced he would be unable to
attend. President Ed Stevens was
left with the responsibility ofreplac-
ing the speaker. Ernest Boyer,
president of the Carnegie Founda-
tion for the Advancement of Teach-
ing, agreed to speak. Boyer is cur-
rently one of the foremost educators
in the United States.
Following Boyer' s address, the
graduates were presented with their
diplomas. The ceremony concluded
with a benediction and the Concert
Band's rendition of "Pomp and Cir-
cumstance."
Besides 178 traditional under-
graduates, the 103rd graduating
class of George Fox College in-
cluded 104 graduates from the
Master's programs along with 15













&THATS JUSTTHEHALF OF IT
M SPORTS DIVIDER

"I WAS VERY HAPPY
m MEN'S SOCCER
WITH HOW HARD THE TEAM CAME OUT TO PLAY...
THE GUYS HAD GOOD CONCENTRATION." -- Coach Manfred Tschan
DESPITE THEIR SUCCESSES, the men's soccer
team went virtually unrewarded. Players like seniors
Mike Nadeau and Jim Maine (top left), senior Trevor
Smith (above), and freshman Ryan Gwaltney (left)
contributed greatly to the team effort; the entire team
celebrates a win (far left).
DUE TO A TECHICALITY
GFC MEN'S
SOCCER LEFT OUT
The 1994 George Fox College Men's Soc-
cer season could not have started out more
optimistic. After taking the NAIA Area 1 by
surprise in 1993 and winning the District
Championship in 1994, spirits were high.
Under head coach Manfred Tschan, all 1
1
starters from the '93 championship team re-
turned, including Ail-American seniors Jai
Cook, Jeff Nelson,and Greg Pfleger.
While the Bruins finished the season ranked
9th in the final NAIA poll, a repeat of the 1993
season was not to be. In a surprise ruling, the
15-3 Bruins were left out of the regional tour-
nament following a loss in the Cascade Colle-
giate Conference Championship game, falling
to Westminster of Utah in a huge upset. Due
to an NAIA power-point rating system,
Concordia College (7-11), was sent in the
place of the George Fox squad.
Following the season, Pfleger, Cook, and
Nelson were named as repeats to the Ail-
American squads. Nelson was also named the
ISAA Goalkeeper ofthe Year, as well as to the
NSCAA/Umbro All-American first team, the
highest honors ever received by a Bruin soccer
player.
MEN'S SOCCER, FRONT ROW: Ryan Hendricks, Nick Harmon, Ryan
Gwaltney, Jeff Gillespie, Dave Dunham, Travis Johnson, Reed Putlitz, Justin
Rivard. MIDDLE ROW: Chris Cook, Brian Krzycki.Ryan Weider, Jai Cook,
Erik Sorensen, Greg Pfleger, Paul Murton, Phil Nelson. BACK ROW:
assistant coach Tim Tsohantaridis, George Ward, Ian Reschke, Trevor
Smith, Steve Sterhan, Greg Shaffer, Jim Maine, head coach Manfred
Tschan, assistant coach Charlie Harrell.
MEN'S SOCCER
Melissa Wykes battles for the ball
(top left), Janet Killary makes her
move (middle left), Gegi Bonera
celebrates a goal (top), Christy
Gross looks for an opening
(above), Brittni Estep-Carmichael





1*1C U A n A TREMENDOUS BLEND OFWE rlMU M COMMITED TO WORKING
m WOMEN'S SOCCER
jy^DY BRUINS
WIN BIG AND REMAIN
COMPETITIVE
In their final year as an independent team,
the GFC women's soccer team showed that
they had the capabilities to be competitive in
an organized conference. In the three short
years since the program' s inception, theLady
Bruins had greatlyimprovedboth defensively
and offensively, finishing '94 with a record
of 9-3-3.
Seniors Brittni Estep-Carmichael, Julie
Jensen, and Janet Killary brought speed and
experience to the team, along with junior
Gegi Bonera. The collective team effort was
great, as the Lady Bruins outscored their
opponents 58-17 overthe course ofthe season.
Due to an early-season injury, the Bruins
lost the full-time help of goalkeeper Nancy
Propp. Sophomore Traci Scandrett , normally
a field player, eventually filled the void, even
earning Goalie of the Week honors.
Hopes for continuing into the post season
went unrealized for the Lady Bruins, despite
their overall success. The team looked
forward to 1995 when they would officially
become amemberofan organized conference.
WOMEN'S SOCCER, FRONT ROW: Jill Schiewe, Brittni Estep-
Carmichael, Janet Killary, Liz Klinefelter, Nancy Propp, Sara
Young, Sarah Emerson, Christy Gross. BACK ROW: Head coach
Byron Shenk, Beth Kahut, Jamie Schoepke, Kara Erickson, Melissa
Wykes, Beth Ehli, Amy Maas, Gegi Bonera, Katie Anderson, Staci
Morris, Karen Chapman, Lisel Goertzen, Julie Jensen, Traci
Scandrett, assistant coach Meghan Ross.
PLAYERS. THEY WERE HARD WORKERS AND WERE
ON THEIR GAMES ... WE WERE AGGRESSIVE." Coach Byron Shenk
WOMEN'S SOCCER
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
YET STILL COMES UP SHORT
Women's volleyball had a dynamic season
as three lady Bruins received all conference
nominations. Junior Joanna Lofgren was
awarded first team honors, senior Kari
Bashford-Cline was named to the second
team, and junior Michelle Nelsen was
awarded honorable mention.
"Their playing was at an all time high at the
Western Oregon Tournament. The team beat
tenthrankedL-C State andplayed well against
top-ranked Western Oregon at the
tournament," said coach Steve Grant.
The Lady Bruins finished with a season
record of 16-15, good for fourth in the
conference standings. At the Cascade
Collegiate Conference tournament, they
finished fifth.
Lofgren was named Most Outstanding
Offensive Player with an average of 3.7 kills
per game. Nelsen receivedMost Outstanding
Defensive Player with 4.1 digs per game.
That average ranked her third highest in the
league.
"This team was really enjoyable to coach,"
added Grant, "Itwas averyrewarding season."
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL, FRONT ROW: Kristi Filley,
Janet Monckton, Michelle Nelsen, Kari Guyer, Rena Sitz.
BACK ROW: Kari Bashford-Cline, Dina Smith, Jennifer
Baird, Joanna Lofgren, Lori Peterson, Christina Monckton,
and head coach Steve Grant.
"AS A TEAM WE STRUGGLEDOF THE SEASON,
VOLLEYBALL
'TIL WE LEARNED TO TRUST EACH OTHER. AT THE END
E WERE PLAYING GREAT VOLLEYBALL." -- Joanna Lofgren
"SUCCESS





The women's cross country team completed
a year of success both on and off the course, as
the Lady Bruins competed at the national level
as a team for the seventh consecutive year.
According to head coach Wes Cook, "It may
have been our best season ever, team-family
wise." Lost to graduation were three top
runners from 1993, and Ail-American
sophomore Brooke Barton was out with
nagging injuries suffered during the '93 season.
Filling the holes left by departures and
injuries were senior Stephanie Morrow and
freshman Rebekah Ulmer. Ulmer stepped up
and lead the team, continually finishing near
the top throughout the year.
Both Morrow and Ulmer turned in All-
American performances at the National Race
in Kenosha, Wisconsin. Morrow placed 23rd,
withUlmer closebehind at 25th. Also assisting
the team at nationals were juniors Dawn
Hartwig, Sandy Taylor, Emily Bergman,
Heather Gilbert and freshman Rima Butler.
Academic Ail-American recognition was
awarded to Taylor and Bergman.
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY, FRONT ROW: Micki Vargas, Emily
Bergman, Angela Under, Karen Hafford, Brooke Barton, Rima
Butler, Karen Baltz. MIDDLE ROW: Celeste Beringer, Dawn
Hartwig, Sandy Taylor, Heather Gilbert, Rebekah Ulmer, Jennifer
Christiansen, Eva Crawford, Heidi Haley. BACK ROW: Coach Wes
Cook, Jarae Kauffman, Abby Vanlandingham, Ruth Hinds, Rachel
Lewis, Mindy Fox, Stephanie Morrow, Heidi Bergman. NOT
PICTURED: Christa Bryce.
m WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
I
... VARSITY MEMBERS, BUT THE DEPTH AND SUPPORT
THAT'S THE BEAUTY OF CROSS COUNTRY" -Rebekah Ulmer
MEN STRUGGL E B UT
END YEAR ON
THE RISE
Injuries and other difficulties plagued the
men's cross country team throughout the
season. Despite the circumstances, coach
Wes Cook considered the team a pleasure to
work with. "They did an incrediblejob under
the circumstances. Spirits remained high,
and because of their motivation, they were
able to have a strong finish at the end,"
commented Cook.
Junior Erik Gibson and sophomore Sean
Beebe stepped up as leaders among the team.
Other top runners included sophomore Curt
Rosen and juniors Tom Heuberger, Chuy
Rome, Jon Ulmer and Aaron Young.
Gibson traveled alone to theNAIA National
Race, being the only member of the team to
qualify. His race at nationals earned him an
All-American recognition, as he placed 25th
overall. Ulmer received Academic All-
American honors.
The Bruin men will have at least thirteen
top runners returning in 1995 who will be
significantly tougher and more experienced.
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY, FRONT ROW: Curt Rosen,
Sean Beebe, Tim Nichols, Raymond Cheung, Chris
MacLeod and Jon Ulmer. MIDDLE: Coach Wes Cook,
Chuy Rome, John Tyler, Tom Heuberger, Phil Autrey,
Andy DeBois and Aaron Haynes. BACK: Torrey Linbo,
Forest Thomas, Erik Gibson, Charles DeBell, Dave Dixon,
Dan Meader and Andres Peacock.
THIS TEAM
WAS NOT THE FAST
THOUGH, AND THAT
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
HEADING UP THE HILL,
senior Erik Gibson competes
at the NAIA National race in
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Gibson
traditionally finished atthe front
of the pack, followed closely by
teammates senior Torrey
Lindbo, sophomores Raymond
Cheung and Dave Dixon,
freshman Phil Autrey (left), and
sophomores Jon Ulmer and
Chuy Rome (below left).
Prior to each race, the team
gathered together to focus on




EST TEAM AT GFC. WE
WAS A BIG HELPING FACTOR." -h
Alailailau33j CLOSE
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY





Offensively, the George Fox College
men's basketball team couldn't have asked
for better during the 1994-95 season. The
team finished second in scoring in the tough
Cascade Conference. While their scoring
efforts were good enough to earn them a
post-seasonplayoffberth, theirregular season
record stood at only 12-19.
The team was at a clear disadvantage -
they played less than two-thirds of their
games on the road. The Bruins excelled in
the 'almost' category, with eleven of their
losses decided by six points or less. On the
other side ofthe coin, four wins came against
teams that were ranked in the top 25.
Other coaches recognized that GFC's
players were better than theirrecord showed,
and honored them accordingly. Freshman
Jared Gallop was awarded the Cascade
Conference' s Freshman-of-the-Year award.
Junior Nick Haij, who led all teams with 3-
pointers, received first-team conference
honors. Senior Rick Gardea and Junior
Travis Orick were both given honorable
mentions by the Cascade Conference.
MEN'S BASKETBALL, FRONT ROW: Grant Hartenstein, James
Homolka, Nick Haij, Rick Gardea, Travis Orick, Brent Fulk, Kyle
Valentine. BACK ROW: Assitant coach Bart Valentine, Aaron
Newkirk, Troy Holmes, Jared Gallop, Nique Stewart, Jon Strauss,
Mitch Ratzlaff, Aaron Downs, head coach Mark Vernon, (not
pictured, assistant coach Steve Grant)
THIS BEFORE, BUT WE CAME THROUGH IT WITH FLY-





D R E A M S D E .N.I..E.P
One of the best women's basketball seasons
ever in George Fox history ended in perhaps
one of the worst ways possible.
The regular season was incredible for the
Lady Bruins; after a slow start they ended by
tying a school record for wins (21-11), which
included a eight game winning streak. Of the
team's losses, five were given up to NAIA or
NCAA Division 1 teams. Even though the
women led the conference for over half of the
season, they were never ranked in the top 25.
The team beat NNC and advanced to play
Western Oregon State College. The game was
lost and GFC was knocked out of the playoffs
which allowed NNC to fill the extra playoff
berth (because of their national ranking),
despite the fact that the Lady Bruins beat them
twice at their home court.
Although the team did not achieve the
ultimate reward that they deserved, several
players were awarded for their individual
accomplishments. Senior Heidi Rueck was
the first ever GFC women's basketball player
to be given All-American honors. Junior Liz
Stephens and seniorMeaganWilliams received
conference honorable mentions.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL, FRONT ROW: Cori Gardea, Heidi Rueck,
Tonya Miller, Kerry Aillaud, Katie Anderson. BACK ROW: Assistant
coach Scott Rueck, head coach Sherri Murrell, Jamie Courtney, Liz
Stephens, Angela Pettit, Megan Williams, Nancy Rissmiller, Keelie
Keown, assistant coach Kristy Flemming.
.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL





MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
RESENT WHICH PROVED TO BE A STRENGTH




Returning men's Track and Field athletes
included juniors Eric Gibson and John Smith,
both 1994 All-Americans, as well as nearly
every member of the team that tied for 23rd
place at the 1994 NAIA National Meet.
The Bruins looked to captains Gibson and
Smith to provide leadership to the young squad.
Sophomore Ryan Chaney, who continuously
re-wrote the GFC 400-meter record during his
freshman year, was a key competitor. Two-
sport athlete Jared Gallop came off of the
basketball season to compete in the highjump
and triple jump. Senior Aaron Young also
enjoyed success in the jumping events.
Cross-over members from the cross country
season added depth to the men's squad.
National cross country qualifiers Chuy Rome,
David Dewar, and Eli Lane scored important
points for the team continuously during the
season. Lane, along with Gibson and Smith,
attended the NAIA National meet in May,
scoring points in the steeplechase.
Smith performed well at the national meet,
scoring enough points to break his own school
record and be awarded his second All-
American honor.
MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD, FRONT ROW: Philip Castillo, Ryan Chaney,
Eli Lane, Dave Dewer Raymond Cheung, Sean Beebe, Torrey Lindbo.
SECOND ROW: Curt Rosen, Phil Autrey, Tim Nichols, Eric Gibson, Peter
Carmack, Charles DeBell, Andy Debois. THIRD ROW: Chris MacLoed, Jon
Ulmer, Kevin Alteneder, Josh Howery, Hank Schaffeld, Jeremy Burnett,
Brian Foreman, Keith Johnson. BACK ROW: Andrew Stave, Aaron Haynes,
John Smith, Sam Morrow, Tom Heuberger, Aaron Young, Chuy Rome.
MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
WOMEN'S TRACK
STRIVES
The women's track team came on strong
during the 1995 season with at least one
quality athlete in each event. The 37 member
team, under the direction ofcoachWes Cook,
set their sights on the Cascade Conference
crown.
Individual athletes who led the way in the
4x400 relay race were Kristin Oelrich, Nancy
Rismiller, Kelly Scrutton and Liz Stephens.
As a unit, they shattered the school's previ-
ous record in that event.
In the field events Leah Johanson, who
earned All-American honors last year with a
fifth place finish at Nationals, was a team
leader. In addition, Rachel Lewis and
Stephanie Bates provided help in the events.
The women's team was filled with a great
deal of individual talent that contributed to
the team's overall triumphs.
The team ended the season strong, bringing
home the NAIA 13th place trophy.
WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD, FRONT ROW: Heidi Haley,
Cheryl Hanna, Heidi Bergman, Ruth Hinds, Emily Bergman, Jarae
Kauffman, Angela Under, Celeste Beringer, Debresha McDaniel.
SECOND ROW: Kristin Oelrich, Leah Johanson, Rachel Lewis,
Dawn Hartwig, Stephanie Morrow, Sandy Taylor, Micki Vargas,
Stephanie Castillo. THIRD ROW: Karen Baltz, Nancy Rissmiller,
Karen Hafford, Keelie Keown, Liz Stephens, Amy Dent, Rima
Butler, Kristin Wennerlind, Jennifer Christiansen. BACK ROW:
Amanda Burrus, Kelly Scrutton, Brooke Barton, Rebekah Ulmer,
Kasey Burk, Kara Ericksons, Jamie Schoepke, Stephanie Bates.
THOSE WHO PURSUE TRACKIS A PORTRAYAl
WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
D FIELD ARE THOSE WHO PURSUE VALUE IN LIFE. IT
THEMES-PERSERVANCE, LOVE, AND SWEAT." .^m





Hopes were high for the two-time defending
Cascade Conference softball champions.
Unfortunately, with the spring season also
came adverse weather conditions. The Lady
Bruins had theirhands full with cancelling and
rescheduling games. The team travelled to
California for a serve trip and a doubleheader
against San Francisco State in March, only to
be rained out there as well.
"It' s was hard on our continuity, "said coach
Chris Gross. "With a young team like we had,
we were not allowed to build from on game to
the next."
Although the Lady Bruins won the 1994
championship, they would fall short during the
1995 season. The Lady Bruins had only three
returning starters. In fact, the team was made
up ofmostly freshmen and sophomores. They
finished with a seasonal record of (10-13) and
(5-9) in conference.
Lady Bruin softball veterans Tracy Blair
and Toni Owens were reunited with the team
as assistant coaches.
SOFTBALL, FRONT ROW: Christine Olson, Phoebe Linnell,
LauraJohnson, Annette Delisle, Brenda Linnell, Allison Vaubel,
SharkaVokel. MIDDLE ROW: Stacy Parker, Sarah Swanson,
Mary Butts, Lauree Arnold, Sara Rumrey, Christy Gross,
Jeanette Jacobson, assistant coach Toni Owens. BACK
ROW: Assistant coach Maria Hardman, Traci Blair, Casey
Waits, Shana Dorn, Angie Jordan, Melanie Parker, Terri









'0 PLAY ATHLETICALLY... WE HAD ENOUGH OF THE
HEART TO DO IT TOO..." -- coach Chris Gross
STEPPING UPTO THE PLATE,firstbasemanjuniorMelanie
Parker connects with the ball (left). Catcher senior Angie
Jordan tags a man out at home (above). Pitcher freshman





TIME OUT while pitcher freshman Travis Tobin and
catcher sophomore Ryan Corey discuss with pitching
coach Tom Bohlman (top, left). Senior Joe Gordon
connects with the ball (above). Pitcher senior Danny
Graham sends the ball over the plate (right). Infielder
senior Tony Iranshad tries to tag a man out on second
base (below).
I BELIEVE
WE HAD THE POTENTIA
HOW GOOD WE CHOSE
BASEBALL





This season was one of transitions for the
three time NAIA District 2 baseball
champions. Most of the players as well as
the coach were new.
Jeff Holloman filled the head coach
position, although his committment to the
Bruins was for one season only. Since only
five lettermen returned from last season, the
team was readjusted to account for missing
players. Six of the nine Bruin pitchers were
freshmen.
"We didn't have the athletes they had last
year," said Hollamon. "We were not an
overpowering team and we were not a weak
team. I believe we have the potential to be a
good baseball team. It just depends how
good we decide to be."
The Bruins finished with a season record
of (14-22) and (12-7) in conference.
Despite a disappointing season, coach
Hollamon expressed pride in his players.
"We have some amazing kids here," said
coach Hollamon. "They have a lot of heart.
Nobody expected us to be where we are,
except us."
BASEBALL, FRONT ROW: Aaron Jaramillo, Hobie Mahon,
Buster Ford, Will Clark, Marty Beyers, Rob Hoover, Shawn Foote.
MIDDLE ROW: Scott Spurlock, Nate White, Nate Fast, Jake
Nickel, Kevin Calaba, Ryan Munoz, Tony Iranshad, Joe Gordon.
BACK ROW: Assistant coach Tom Bohlman, Ryan Corey, Brian
Meyers, Danny Graham, Travis Tobin, Matt Avery, Jeff Janosky,
Ethan Chew, head coach Jeff Hollamon.
L DEPENDED
BASEBALL
THERE WAS A MUTUALLEADERS
CHEERLEADERS/HOSTS
RESPECT BETWEEN THE BASKETBALL TEAMS & CHEER-
WE SUPPORTED EACH OTHER" -- cheerleader Jennifer Parrish
THE CHEERLEADERS PUMP up the crowd during time out
(top left). After a dance routine, from left: Christine Barnett,
Jennifer Parrish, Bruin Mascot Trinity Huskey, Jamie Ridley,
Jennifer Mardock, Melissa Thomas, and Tasha Brackhahn
(top right). Melissa Thomas and Christine Barnett (right)
encourage the fans (bottom left). Angie Roid gets a hand down
after a half time stunt (left).
FANS GAIN
EXTRA SUPPORT
FROM CHEERLEADERS & HOSTS
With the coming of basketball season there
arose a need for a few students who could
provide help and encouragement for both fans
and players. The Bruin Hosts and Hostesses
and the George Fox cheerleaders filled that
need.
The Bruin Hosts and Hostesses handed out
programs, seated guests, and answered ques-
tions. Guests appreciated the fact that there
was someone they could directly go to for
assistance.
"Being a Hostess was a good opportunity to
meet more people in the community who sup-
port the school." said hostess Liberty Amrein.
"I also didn't mind getting to see all the home
games up close."
The cheerleaders fired up school spirit and
provided moral support for the players. The
cheerleaders performed at all the men's and
women's home and away basketball games.
Everyone contributed time to practicing and
preparing dance routines and half time stunts.
Both groups were willing to make them-
selves available to the school in order to leave
a positive impression with those visiting GFC.
By donating their time and energy, these indi-
viduals provided a more comfortable atmo-
sphere so both players and fans could focus on
the game.
BRUIN HOSTS AND HOSTESSES, FRONT ROW: Liberty Amrein, Stacy
Wade, Michelle Tompkins. BACK ROW: Brandon Dalke, Sharon Davis,










AND THAT'S JUST THE HALF OF IT
PERFORMING ARTS DIVIDER
Students had access to two vocal ensembles
on campus. Concert Choir and Cross Light
performed for the George Fox College commu-
nity on several occasions.
Cross Light, formerly known as the Chapel
Singers, came under the new direction of GFC
alumni Debra Greenidge. Greenidge incorpo-
rated her gospel style into the music and literally
transformed the choir. Choreography was used
to make the music more expressive.
"Cross Light was a great experience for me,"
said Cross Light member Holly Miller. "Linda
exposed us to a completely different style of
music."
Cross Light performed during Chapel and at
other local churches. The singers also com-
bined with another choir from Greenidge'
s
home church in Vancouver and made several
appearances there.
Concert Choir performed in several concerts
on campus such as the Christmas Vespers and
the Spring Concert. The sixty member choir
required a great deal oftime and patience as well
as practices four times a week and a Spring
Break tour. The group was directedby Dr. John
Bowman.
"I enjoyed meeting new people through the
choir," said Concert Choir member Celeste
Berringer. "It gave me the opportunity to sing




Providing music to the George Fox community
as well as audiences throughout the Northwest,
GFC's band program excelled during the 1994-
95 school year.
The Concert Band took their annual Spring
Break tour in late March, visiting various venues
in Oregon and Washington. "Most of our perfor-
mances were at churches," said senior trumpet
player Paul Carlson. Their tour ended in GFC's
Bauman Auditorium, where the group performed
for the student body.
"It was the most injury-prone tour I've ever
been involved with," said director Dr. Dennis
Hagen. "I believe we sent people to the hospital
three or four times."
The Jazz Ensemble held all of their perfor-
mances at the college, playing tunes by such
greats as Miles Davis and George Miller. An-
chored by strong rhythm and brass sections, the
group excelled at entertaining their audiences.
"It was great to see the residents of
Friendsview Manor coming to hear us play," said
freshman guitarist Andy Mills. "Most of them
lived at the height of the age ofjazz and could
really appreciate the pieces we played."
In addition entertaining audiences, performing
in musical groups provided the student musicians
with an opportunity to learn about their art.
BANDS
The Chehalem Symphony Orchestra and
the Handbell Choir were two classical mu-
sic groups available to Fox students on
campus. They provided students with an
excellent opportunity to develop their tal-
ents and express their love for music .
The Chehalem Symphony Orchestra, di-
rected by professor Dr. Dennis Hagen, is
actually a community orchestra. The group
consisted of fifty members, only ten of
which were George Fox students. They per-
formed at various events such as the Fall
Concert, Christmas Vespers, and the Spring
Concert. In April, the orchestra presented
"The Creation".
The Hand Bell Choir also entertained the
studentbody andNewberg community with
concerts such as the Christmas Vespers, in
local churches, and during chapel. The
eleven member choir played a variety of
well-known classics by Bach and other fa-
mous composers.
"It is like one big instrument and
you arejust a little piece of it," said Handbell
ChoirmemberEmily Plato. "You are not so
much by yourself, but when you put it all




The newly renovated Wood-Mar
Theater opened to packed house for it's
first production. The directors chose to
present the musical version of Mark
Twain's novel "Huck Finn," entitled "Big
River."
The veteran talents of such GFC stu-
dents as senior Todd Payne, junior Char-
ity Hiebert Benham, and sophomore Katie
Putignano were utilized, with all three
playing at least two roles. Senior Bryan
Boyd tackled the difficult job of portray-
ing the hero Huck Finn, and Bill Jackson,
Marriott Food Service Director gave a
memorable performance as the slave Jim.
The story follows the journeys of
runaways Huck and Jim as they try to
travel North to free Jim from slavery.
The two end up going South and the
musical allows the audience to meet
various characters they encounter on their
way back north. At times the two feel
their situation couldn't get any worse, but
in the end things turn out for the best.
Huck's worldly innocence and Jim's
past hardships gave the story a charming
sincerity that was a pleasure for all those
lucky enough to experience it.
MUSICAL
BIG RIVER
Jim (Bill Jackson) explains to Huck Finn
(Bryan Boyd) the importance of true friendship
(left): Tom Sawyer (Todd Payne) tells Huck
Finn another of his tall tales (opposite left);
The Duke (Payne) and the King (Jesse Cadd)
sing about their impending wealth (opposite
right); The Duke and the King are not
impressed with the Young Fool from Arkansas
(Jeff Atkisson) (right); Jim is deep in thought
(below); Huck Finn gets some motherly advice
from Sally Phelps (Cherity Heibert Benham)
(middle right); Mourners gather to remember
Peter Wilkes (from left): Brother (Atkisson),
Harvey Wilkes (Brandon Thornburg), a patient
(Titan Crawford), Mark Twain (Chris
Schlitzkus), the Sheriff (Kyle Jackson), a
townsperson (Ian Heimbegner), and Silas




The Drama Department presented two theatrical
productions directed by professors Jo H. Lewis and
Mel Schroeder: The Madwoman of Chaillot in
November and The Book of the Dun Cow in April.
The Madwoman of Chaillot was an abstract play
about an offbeat Parisian Countess. The Countess,
played by Tara Lee, surrounded herself with other
colorful but bizarre characters such as the
Ragpicker and Street Singer, played by Brian Boyd.
The Countess and her friends took it upon them-
selves to rid the world ofevil people, represented by
such characters as The Prospector and The Presi-
dent, played by Todd Payne and Mark Palmer.
Although comical, the play addressed real life
moral issues.
The Book of the Dun Cow, based on the novel by
Walter Wangerin Jr., portrayed the struggle be-
tween good and evil through the eyes of barnyard
animals. Mark Palmer filled the role of
Chauntecleer the Rooster in his final college perfor-
mance. The play centered around the life of
Chauntecleer and other farm animals as the Dun
Cow,
Creative characters required an equally creative
set. Strobe lights and puppet work were incorpo-
rated into the set construction in Wood-Mar audito-
rium. George Fox is the second company to have
ever presented The Book of the Dun Cow.
PLAYS ^
Dayspring, a vocal ensemble,
encorporated a repertoire of traditional
music, spirituals, and contemporary
selections with personal sharing to minis-
ter throughout the western United States.
They were a busy group, sacrificing much
of their time on both weekends and
weekdays at concerts and practices.
"Sometimes Dayspring is stressful, but
somehow everything gets done," said Sara
Widrig. "It's doing what I love, so I don't
mind the time I put in."
Dayspring performed two functions at
its core: promotion and ministry.
"Promoting the school is our business -
- ministry is an added privilege. It's
great to travel and meet new people while
I represent our school and Christ," said
Brett DeYoung.
The group took an extended tour in
May with director Deric Johnson and
manager Gary Brown. These two lead the
talented students in their traveling minis-
try.
" I enjoy encouraging one another and
seeing how Christ is real in their lives in





Dayspring entertains at the Christmas celebration (abc|e);
Taking a break during a performance in Wood-Mar auditorium
(top right); Sarah Widrig talks with Karin Klinger following a
performance (middle right); Scooper Slone, Tera Bloodgood,
Bryan Clark, Tanya Bingenheimer, Eric Tuin, Deric Johnson,
Sarah Widrig, Brett DeYoung, Pam Rambo, Jason Overstreet
(bottom right); Deyoung (right); Slone, Bloodgood, and
Bingenheimer (below).
D AYS PRI NG

PLAY ME
Chad Madron, Kate Putignano,
Rebecca Martin, Andy Dunn, and
Tonia Werner (above); Madron and
James DeYoung (left); Madron and
Dunn (below); Berkeley Shorthill,
Madron, and Putignano at a night
of one-acts (below right); Martin
and Werner (right).
Taking their show on the road, a small group
of GFC actors and actresses used short plays to
bring out important messages to their audiences.
Whether it was in chapel, at an elementary
school, or at an area church, the GFC Players, as
they were called, almost always performed for a
captive audience. With a unique style that easily
mixed humor with serious tones, a message of
Christ's love was communicated to their audi-
ences.
"Being in Players was a rewarding experi-
ence," said senior Chad Madron, a two-year
veteran of the group. "It's rewarding because of
the fellowship with the other members of the
group, and because of the fellowship with the
audience. It's a way to make a major difference
in someone's life in a fun way. It becomes even
more meaningful when a member of the audience
says afterwards that a particular sketch impacted
their life, and they tell you how.
"The group this year has been stronger and
more unified than any other I've been involved
with," Madron continued. "It makes the experi-
ence much more worthwhile."
Most of the sketches that the Players per-
formed were either adapted from scripts or were














































volved in extra curricu-
lar activities right up to
graduation. Rueck
(left) was an Ail-Ameri-




room, and Payne en-
tertained audiences
with his on-stage tal-
ent.
Seniors Wot Pictured:
Rebekah Adams, Kevin Alteneder, Krista
Amaya, Brian Berkley, Veronica Brandt,
Kathryn Brown, Matthew Capka, Bryan
Clark, Heather Cleversey, Melodie Cody,
Cynthia Cole, Jennifer Coleman, Shawna
Compton, Randall Conrad, Melissa
Couch, Eric Cullett, Tracy Cutter, Andrea
Douglas, Heidi Drahn, Jason Emery,
Tamarah Fast, Jaymi Fieldhouse, Angela
Findley, Bethany Flick, Cori Gardea,
Carolyn Garza, Teresa Gaskill, Jennifer
Ginther, Lynette Glass, Danny Graham,
Elaine Hall, Seth Heasley, Brandi
Henderson, Lisa Henry, Holly Hyde, Tony
Iranshad, Brian Irwin, Christina Jackson,
Jeanette Jacobson, Randal James, Peter
Jensen, Mark John, Bernice Johnson,
Clark Johnson, Russell Johnson, Tory
Johnson, David Kadwell, Laurie Kenyon,
MaryEllen Kiffe, Iris Koch, Vladmira
Lamot, Jason Lewis, Paul Liao, Kristi
Longstroth, Zachary Lowe, Kurt Ludwig,
Scott Mai, Jim Maine, beth McDonough,
Susan McDowell, Cyndi McTighe, Steve
Mickelson, Tricia Moore, Sam Morrow,
Stephanie Morrow, Eric Nash, Matthew
Newkirk, Amy Nicoli, Eric Nielsen, Shari
Nightwine, Jennifer Norman, Tammy
O'Douherty, Polly Payne, Cynthia
Pocholec, Anthony Pruitt, Kelly Putman,
Sara Raedels, Kristi Richards, Janet
Rinard, Rodney Robbins, Anthony
Robertson, David Ruff, Sara Rumrey,
Rena Sitz, Matthew Stock, Rob Stroup,
Claudia Tat, Justin Throne, Carlos Torres,
Nana Tsurumi, Jennifer Unseth, Julius
Wafula, Kari Willcuts, Kaylene Williams,
Dan Winans, Karen Woodbury, JoeAnne
Wurzer, Kenichi Yamao, Tim Yarnot, Car-


































The Computer Science department at GFC
experienced phenomenal growth during 1994.
Professor Brent Wilson was added to the depart-
ment, which had previously been a branch of the
Math department, specifically to teach Computer
Science courses. A new computer science lab in
the basement of EHS neared completion and
would be ready for use beginning in the 1995
school year. In addition, on-campus E-Mail
options were being increased to meet with a
growing demand. As computer needs in the job
market grew, GFC was equipping its graduates
with the necessary tools to succeed.
UNDERCLASS PHOTOS
-
Small groups were the heartbeat of the larger
George Fox Community. They helped members of
the campus grow in their spiritual journeys through
sharing and caring during weekly meetings.
"Small groups help bind the community together;
just as an individual is a part of a small group, so
the small group is a part of the community whole,"
said small group leader senior Chad Riggs.
Group leaders volunteered at the start of each
semester. There was a leader retreat held in the fall
where leaders built friendships with each other and
learned how to create closeness within their small
groups.



























































































I any academic departments gave
their students an opportunity to
I get hands-on experience in their
field of study. Fewer areas were as vis-
ible as the Student Athletic Training Pro-
gram at GFC.
As a part of the Athletic Training cur-
riculum as well as for certification with
the National Athletic Trainers Associa-
tion, students were required to spend sig-
nificant hours working with athletes in
the training room. A simple 30 hours
fulfilled a practicum credit, while a
whopping 1500 hours were required in
order to take the difficult certification
exam.
While working in the training room, students like junior LORI MILLS (above)
assisted in the rehabilitation of existing injuries for athletes like senior BRIAN
MEYERS (above) while assisting other athletes in taking preventative measures
to prevent new ones from occuring. Other students, senior JANET KILLARY
(below left) included, examined new injuries in order to identify them and plan a
schedule of therapy to bring athletes likejuniorJOEGORDON (below left) back
to the competitive level.
Three faculty members staffed the
training room. Steve Curtis, head ath-
letic trainer, monitored the program.
BYRON SHENK (below) and Karen
Carman rounded out the certified staff.
Each of these faculty members trav-
eled with a specific athletic team each
season, taught numerous classes, as




They called themselves Gideon's Team. Thirty
work study students, lead by Security Director
Tim Commins, made sure the campus was a safe
place for students to live. Team members went
through a certain amount of training before they
began working, which included attending self-
defense courses. On any given night, three-
member teams could be found touring the cam-
pus.
"When I'm on duty it makes me feel good
because it's an important job," said Mandy































































and Rob Felton As Public Information Director, Anita Cirulis was
responsible for publicity, publishing the college's alumni
paper, LIFE, and capturing every event related to the
college on film. A highly visible person on campus,
Cirulis was seldom seen without her camera, and often
with her co-worker and friend, Rob Felton.
Felton, Sports Information Director and Assistant for
Public information, was a 1988 graduate of GFC. He
attended every home and several away athletic contests,
compiling statistics for release to the general media.
Both Cirulis and Felton played integral roles in forming





remained at George Fox
College in 1995 were few and
far between. One that had managed to
survive over the years was that of the
Bruin Junior. A sort of mascot, the
small leather sack encouraged a
struggle between the classes that often
became both personal and physical.
So physical, in fact, that the adminis-
tration sought to bring an end to the
tradition that was becoming more and
more risky in an age rich with lawyers
and negligence laws.
Junior JEFF GILLESPIE (left) was
one who participated in the often muddy wrestling matches (below) that
would ensue after the bear was "flashed." Other students would simply
gather to watch the physical
display.
Following numerous injuries
and personal threats, the fre-
quency of these type of events
greatly decreased. Fingers were
often pointed at the administra-
tion, who were repeatedly
accused of medling in student
affairs.
"It's hard for me to believe
that the administration could
support something that encour-
ages injuries," said sophomore
Cortland Reger. "But I'd like to
see the tradition continue on in
future years."
As the 1995 school year
closed, the future of the Bruin
Junior remained uncertain. "I
hope that we can find some
middle ground and solve this
problem," said senior Trey
Doty. "It's such a huge part of

























































































Campus Album Project In a time-consuming project, ASCGFC each
year produced a collection of musical works by
students at the college. Sophomore producer
Brandon Thornburg began recording and mixing
in September, only to complete that phase of the
just after Spring Break in March.
"I thought for a while that it would never be
done," said Thornburg. "But now that it is, I'm
confident the album will be enjoyed by everyone
that buys it."
The collection was recorded for the first time
on CD and was made available to students during
finals week.
UNDERCLASS PHOTOS
New facilities available in the Edwards-Holman
Science Building made it possible to store cadavers
on campus. Although the they had been a part of
classes before, 1994 was the first year students had
total access to them throughout the year.
Classes such as Human Anatomy and Cadaver
Anatomy studied the bodies. Muscles and bones as
well as internal organs were emphasized during the
classes.
"It is probably the most practical class I will ever
take here," said sophomore Amy Quarles. "I've
learned more in this class than in any other. It will


























































































Snow Dayhen the weather suddenly turned cold
in February of 1995, it caught
I George Fox College, along with the
greater Portland area, off guard.
As the snow began to fall, rumors as to
school closures began to circulate. But on
the off-chance that school would still be in
session, many students took advantage of
the snowy weather. Many participated in
snowball fights, and some, like sophomores
BERKLEY SHORTHILL, MIKE
SMOLKO, and STEVE WEHRLEY
(right) went sledding in the Hess Creek
Canyon.
When morning came and it was obvious
that GFC would not open, the snowball
fights resumed. Groups of students, many
mm clothed much like TRUONG
HOANG, JEREMY
HICKEY, RYAN LIBBY,
LIZ HUNT, and MEGAN
HEFFERNAN (left) roamed
the snowy campus looking
for a good time.
Other students took more
of a pacifist's role and toured




(left) managed to make it
safely home without any
accidents.
"It was great not having
school," said sophomore Josh
Barker. "I just wish it had
snowed longer so that classes
Would have been cancelled
for at least one more day.
That would've been the best." Many students shared Barker's sediments, but
unfortunately mother nature didn't cooperate. The sun came out the next day,




With her contagiously positive outlook on
life, Lori Solerno came to George Fox in the
fall to speak for a week in chapel and at
evening sessions held in the Pennington
Lobby. In stark contrast, Staley Lecturer
Tim Hansol spoke for only two of his
scheduled engagements, then made a quick
and mysterious departure from GFC. But as
different as they may have seemed, there
messages were the same: they came to share
































































&! JUST THE HALF OF IT
As an intregal part of the Student Life staff, Resident
Directors provided an important link between the
Administration and the students. By living in the dorms
and working closely with R.A.s in their living areas,
Resident Directors did their best to maintain peace and
order while trying to lead a normal life separate from
the dorm.
The Residence Life staff consisted of KEVIN
SUTTON, DONNA BUHROW, JEFF




A s students returned to GFC
in August, several structural changes
met them. The most obvious of all was the appearance of the
newly-constructed Edwards-Holman Science Center. Work-study
students like BRIAN SCHMIDT and JEANNE
FORD (left) returned early to assist professors
such as HANK HELSABECK (below left)
move materials from Calder center to the new
building.
The Student Union Building was another sight
of big changes. The Bruin Den area was
remodled to provide more seating and a larger
kitchen better prepared to serve a growing stu-
dent body. Students like CORRINA ERNSTER
and NANCY PROPP (below left) were
amongst many that ate their lunches in
the new Bruin Den on a daily basis.
Another location that change took
place was in the bookstore. A larger
store as well as a greater selection of
merchandise greeted students like
freshman DAVID WOOD (below).
"We really like the new
store," said employee Emily
Bergman. "It's so much
easier to serve the students
with more space."
Other locations on campus received atten-
tion as well. The Murdock Learning
Rescource Center received a computerized
card catalog, and the Wood-Mar Theater was
gutted and rebuilt. The first production held
there, Big River, sold out quickly and those in
attendance found that the new theater was
quite satisfactory. While construction re-
mained in progress during the school year, the
early changes gave students and faculty early


























































































Issuing medications and referring students
to local doctors were just two of Carolyn
Staples' responsibilities as director of GFC's
Wellness Center. Staples, a registered
nurse, was available to students to take care
of minor ailments or to offer medical advice.
"It's nice to know that there's someone
here that can help us when we need it," said
sophomore Daniel Ortman. "And the fact
that it's free of charge helps too."
UNDERCLASS PHOTOS
A few students could be found in the early morning
hours looking into trees, hoping to see birds such as
the Red-breasted Sapsucker. This scene was caused
by a biology class called Ornithology.
The class, led by Dr. Don Powers, studied birds and
made weekly field trips around Oregon to identify
them in the wild.
"The main purpose of the class is to convey to
students the beauty, uniqueness, and overall wonder of
birds," said Dr. Powers.
Ornithology concluded the year with a four



























































































s I udden rainfall in November createdmany problems on GFC's campus.
I "Now I can imagine how Noah felt
during the flood," said junior Shannon
Smith. "It just never stopped raining."
After several days of torrential downpour,
many roofs on campus began to leak. The
majority of the trouble was located above
ASCGFC offices in the Student Union
Building, where the main roof had been
leaking for quite some time without anyone
knowing.
"It looks like water has been getting
through for quite some time," said senior
JARED JONES (right). "Unfortunately,
we didn't know it until it leaked through the fire roof as well. That's where the
problems really began."
After a frantic evening spent covering everything in the offices with plastic,
a major clean-up effort seemed to have solved the problem. Unfortunately, the
leaking continued for weeks, causing extensive damage to walls and carpet,
especially in the ASCGFC Activities office. "It seemed like just as we'd get it
cleaned up, it would leak again," said Activities Director Karin Klinger. "I
think Physical Plant painted my walls twice."
The SUB wasn't the




J houses had problems with
sealing around windows
and doors that allowed
water to penetrate the
living areas. Edwards
dorm was one location hit especially hard. "I know it's an old building, but I
wish that there was a way to permanently fix the problem," said freshman
Andy Mills. The women's side of the dorm had severe problems, and even led
one floor to seek shelter in the halway under their bedsheets (above).
UNDERCLASS PHOTOS
Perfect Painting
"Aside from learning to appreciate Dr.
Campbell's puns, I enjoyed the freedom
to express myself," said senior art student
Sally Johnson. "It was rewarding to get
away from the monotony of lecture."
Students in Campbell's painting and
drawing classes were taught lessons in
composition, color, realsim, and use of
media, then given a chance to display































































Although they were just beginning their
education, GFC's engineering students
obtained an intense amount of practical
knowedge in their field of study.
Since Fox's program was only a three
year program, students transferred
following their junior year to a major
university for their final two years of
training. This gave the sudents the unique
opportunity to earn two degrees — an
Applied Science degree from GFC, and an




I oreign travel is
something I've
I been interested in
for a while, and that's why I
decided to learn a language,"
said senior Janet Killary.
"Besides, I have several
friends that are Japanese, and
they've inspired me to learn
their language."
While students took
language classes for various
reasons, it was hard to hide the fact that speaking a second or even third
language could make one more attractive to the job market.
"Personally, I earned a French minor in order to be able to go to France
and communicate Christ to the people there," said junior Lanette Smith. "I
really think that there are reasons to learn a language beyond the desire to
sound smart at dinner parties. I like to consider it an eternal investment."
Professors SUSAN DELESSERT (with student JANET WATERMAN
above), VICKIE DEFFERDING (with sophomore ANJELA PRICE
below left), and CHOSHO SHIKINA (below right) guided GFC students in
their studies of French, Spanish, and Japanese, respectively.
"I know that my knowledge of Japanese will carry over into my career
goals," said freshman Andy Mills. "But I've also learned a lot about appre-
ciating other cultures and respecting their beliefs as well. I believe that it's

























































































As a result of the growing concerns among
administrators, faculty, and students that GFC
have an active learning program dealing with
peacemaking, the Center for Peace Studies was
established in 1985.
The center coordinated a number of courses
that could be combined for a minor or used to
enrich courses taken to prepare for a variety of
careers. Professor RON MOCK (right)
directed the center, which also provided
students with a peace collection of materials
located in the MLRC.
Making Peace
UNDERCLASS PHOTOS
At any given time, many students could be found
taking advantage of the college's Instructional Media
Center. Whether it was for a music or language class,
for a special tutoring session, or as a place of
employment as a work-study job, the small area in the
basement of the MLRC catered to a great number of
students.
"It's kind of fun to listen to assignments for my
World of Music class," said junior PATRICK
BENNETT (right). "It's easy to get absorbed in the
music and forget where you are sometimes. And the

























































































I hile most HPA students never left
Wheeler Sports Center, let alone the
I campus, the backpacking class for
obvious reasons broke its Newberg ties and
headed for such places as Snoqualmie Pass
and Mt. Hood. DON COSSEL (right, with
sophomores DONNA HURL and LIB-
ERTY AMREIN) taught the class, which
was offered during the fall semester.
Students were required to participate in at
least two overnight trips and one day hike
with other members of the class. Cossel
lead these trips, which were attended by
such class members as KRISHNA
ARNOLD, JOE DOOKEY, GREG WOOLSEY, JEREMY SCHAUB,
CHRIS STEFANIW, SCOTT BLASER, Hurl, and Amrein (below left).
During one class period they learned repelling and practiced on the bridge
behind Wheeler. Class Lectures were also different - everyone took turns
presenting information on various topics that they chose; this was the informa-
tion that the class was tested on. Sophomore Sandy Larson was very pleased
with the class, saying, "It was fun because I could spend the weekends on
overnight trips or day hikes instead of normal studying, and I got credit for it."
"I loved the views that we got from some of the higher points," said Amrein
(shown below with Blaser, Hurl, Dookey, and Cossel). "It was such a natural
rush."
UNDERCLASS PHOTOS
Tm glad that we were able to take a retreat RELAXING RETREAT
at the start of the year," said junior Lori Mills.
"It forced my staff to get to know one another
with an emphasis on fun rather than work."
Most staffs on the GFC campus took a
retreat at some point during the year. Whether
it was to the beach, to Tillikum, or to Sunriver
like the L'Ami staff (right), a short getaway
proved a relaxing way to accomplish the task
of staff building.
"We mostly played games all weekend, but I'm glad we went -- 1 made some great































































Christian camping was emphasized through
the facilities of the College-owned Tilikum
retreat center, located near GFC. Featuring
year-round programs that appeal to all ages and
denominations, Tilikum also served as a place
of summer employment for many Fox students.
"I've worked there for the last few summers,"
said junior KIM TIRRILL (left). "It's so
rewarding to see that work that Christ does in
the lives of so many kids each year. It is incred-
ibly rewarding. I wouldn't change my experi-
ence for anything," she concluded.
UNDERCLASS PHOTOS
A
I n opportunity to study
abroad was one that was
I grasped by many GFC
students through the Juniors Abroad
program. For three weeks in may,
those with junior status could choose
from five locations and travel on a
three week journey through a foreign
country. During May, 1994, students
had the opportunity to get lost in Dublin, Ireland (like MARK PALMER and
CHRIS GILSON, above right), or to cram into an English phone booth
(WENDY ABEL, BRANDY THOMPSON, CHRIS GILSON, SALLY
JOHNSON, ELAINE CLARK, BETH FLYNN, and JENNIFER
KOOPSEN gave it their best shot while waiting at a train station).
Other students, like JEREMY BROWN and
GRANT HARTENSTEIN, did their best to mix
with the natives. The pair experienced a tour with a
man posing as the city "night watcher" in Rottenburg
ob de tauber, Germany.
Trying a new mode of transportation, JENNIFER
KOOPSEN (below),
awaited a five day
1 stay in Dublin, Ireland
on one of many
ferries that the group
traveled on.
One group (below
^ left) spent several
days in Oxford, England following the
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Editor's Message
And That's Just The Half Of It. What exactly does this mean?,
you may have wondered. When we originally chose this statement
as the theme of our book, we had a certain idea in mind as to what
it might mean. As in, when looking at the GFC campus, there's
more here than meets the eye. Spiritually, we were thinking. And
then, when we all got our chapel schedules, we noticed the theme
of chapel: "God Is Up To Something." And then during one
particularly interesting month, we thought, "Wow. That really is
Just The Half Of It."
In the pages before this, we've done our best to show you more
than just half. We tried to show all. And now there are some
people that of course must be thanked for giving more than just
half of an effort.
First of all, the staff that stayed on almost 'til the end: Alison
Brown (my wonderful assistant editor), Sally Butts, Libert Amrein,
Lauren Turner, Leah Woolbright, Chad Riggs. Thanks for the work
you did. An extra-special thanks to Sally and Liberty. Good luck
to you next year.
To Annette Johnson, Herff Jones Representative Extraordinare.
And Big Fun, too. I'll miss working with you, Annette. It's been a
fun two years. Always remember us at Oscar time.
To Jim Fleming, the great Student Life guy. Thanks, Jim, for your
help and support. Remember that there is never a shortage of
love for you here at GFC. You are the best ever.
To Sally Johnson and her wonderful Darkroom staff: Philip Ewert,
Megan Heffernan, Chris Gilson, Loriel Stutzman. Great job, guys.
Thanks for the hard work.
To Brian van Kleef and Zach Lowe even though we never got to
visit Uncle Otis, I missed working with you guys a lot. Thanks,
Zach for bossing me around from half way around the world. A
thank-you message wouldn't be complete without mentioning you
two. And Jen, Kim, and Sally - thanks for being greatly under-
standing roommates.
It is important to mention that several photos in the book were
provided by Anita Cirulis and the public information office for the
provision of several photos. Thank you, Anita, for saving us.
And to all the others that in some way gave their help, I give you a
heart-felt thank you.

